
 

 
TOURISM ⚫ FOOD ⚫ FOLKLORE ⚫ SUSTAINABILITY 

Slow & Rural Tourism International Expo 

SEPTEMBER 17.18.19, 2021 - BERGAMO EXHIBITION CENTRE 

PRICE LIST 
Stand layout and fares 

Choose among: 

4mx4m e multiple 16m² / 32m² / 48m² / etc… 

Exhibiting Area to choose: 
 

 

SIMPLE EXHIBITING AREA 
60,00€/m2

 

 Dividing white fireproof wood walls h 250 cm 
 Electrical equipment (1Kw/220v) 

 Label with the exhibitor name 

 

 
 

 

EQUIPPED EXHIBITING AREA 80,00€/m2
 

 Dividing white fireproof wood walls h 250 cm 

with columns on free corners 

 Electrical equipment (1Kw/h) 

 Multiple socket 

 Label with the exhibitor name 

 Halogen spotlights 300 watt – two each 16m2 

(+ 1 on open side) 
 Wi-Fi connection 

 n. 1 table* 

 n. 1 desk* 

 n. 1 stool* 

 n. 2 chairs* 
*Starting from 16 m² 

 

 

DESK 

EXHIBITION DESK in common area - 450,00€ 
Inscription fee included 
 n. 1 desk 

 n. 1 graphic kit 

 n. 4 chairs 

INSCRIPTION FEE: 
300,00 Euro Inscription fee that includes: 

general exhibition advertising, inclusion in the printed exhibitors catalogue and in the on-line version, wi-fi connection, inclusion in the 

press release and social-network, electrical connection (with max 1kw), cumulative insurance covering fire and third-party liability (theft 

and damage excluded), electrical systems inspection, equipment materials inspection, fire surveillance, general night and daytime surveil- 

lance, cleaning of common areas, municipal advertising tax, SIAE fees for the only diffusion with mechanical instruments 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: 
Exhibitors can require the following services: 
 
- Additional spotlights 300 watt each € 40,00 

- Additional electrical power (kW rate), in addition 

to 1 Kw already included the for each exhibitor € 90,00 

- Electrical power 380v (kW rate) €  110,00 

- Multiple socket € 15,00 

- Water connection €  100,00 

- Phone connection (national traffic included) €   100,00 

- Internet connection (cable) € 70,00 

- Advertising page on the catalogue €   200,00 
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